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By Susanne Antonetta

Penguin Publishing Group, United States, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This beautifully written exploration of -the unusual abilities of those who
are differently wired- (Psychology Today) received a Ken Book Award from the National Alliance on
Mental Illness for outstanding literary contribution to the world of mental health. In this fascinating
literary memoir, Susanne Antonetta draws on her personal experience as a manic-depressive, as
well as interviews with people with multiple personality disorder, autism, and other neurological
conditions, to form an intimate meditation on mental -disease.- She traces the many capabilities-
the visual consciousness of an autistic, for example, or the metaphoric consciousness of a manic-
depressive-that underlie these and other mental -disabilities.- A stunning portrait of how the world
shapes itself in minds that are profoundly different from the norm, A Mind Apart urges readers to
look beyond the concept of cures to the gifts inherent in many neuroatypical conditions. Employing
a wide-ranging approach to her subject, Antonetta provides a rare glimpse into the wildly varying
landscapes of human thought, perception, and emotion.
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The ebook is easy in go through easier to recognize. We have study and i am certain that i will planning to read through once again once again in the
future. I am quickly will get a pleasure of studying a composed publication.
-- Pr of . Ada h Mer tz  Sr .-- Pr of . Ada h Mer tz  Sr .

Great eBook and beneficial one. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ma iya  K oz ey-- Ma iya  K oz ey
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